


The Post Overview widget on your Dashboard provides an overview of how many posts you 
have in each state.



The Notifications menu works as an inbox, showing all of your internal comments 
inside Loomly.



You can invite a collaborator to join a calendar from the Quick Links widget on your 
Dashboard.



You can also invite a collaborator to join a calendar from the Calendar View or the List View.



To invite a collaborator, enter their email address and assign one of our 
predefined roles.



Custom Roles allow you to create tailor-made sets of permissions for each of your 
team members.



You can manage collaborators from the Collaborators tab of the Calendar Settings at 
any time.



Additionally, you can manage all users in one place with the User Management panel 
that is accessible in the Billing tab of Account Settings. 



We offer three predefined Approval Workflows, as well as Custom Workflows to 
automate your team’s approval process with Assignment Triggers and State Guards.



In the List View, you can update the status of a post, assign it to one or multiple 
collaborators, and leave comments using the "Status" & "Actions" columns.



On the right-hand side of the navigation bar, you can notify collaborators when work 
is pending review.



Take advantage of Bulk Actions to approve or assign multiple posts at once.



In the Post View, you can update the status of a post and assign it to one or more 
collaborators using the "Status" & ”Actions" dropdown menus.



In the Post View, you can also leave comments, @mention your collaborators, as well 
as mark some comments as private to hide them from "Clients".



Collaborate with your team by selecting an asset in the Library to share the URL. 



In the Asset View, you can decide how to use the content including adding it to a new 
post or ad, editing the photo, and marking it as used. 



Filter and assign Interactions to collaborators to ensure your team properly engages 
with your audience.



Receive Loomly notifications via email, push notifications, Slack, or Microsoft Teams.



Export your content to get an overview of your activities and extend collaboration offline. 



Export and schedule analytics reports to be sent to collaborators on a weekly or monthly 
basis. 



Thanks for watching this tutorial! You should be ready to invite & 
collaborate in Loomly now!


